Effects of interstimulus interval on somatosensory evoked magnetic fields (SEFs): a hypothesis concerning SEF generation at the primary sensorimotor cortex.
Cerebral responses evoked by peripheral stimuli are known to depend critically on the interstimulus interval (ISI). Here we report on the effects of ISI on somatosensory evoked magnetic fields (SEFs) to right median nerve stimulation, obtained in 9 healthy adults with ISIs of 0.15 0.3, 1,3 and 5 s. At the contralateral (left) primary sensorimotor cortex (SMI), the first cortical response, N20m, was stable between the ISIs 0.3 and 5 s, but slightly attenuated at the shortest ISI of 0.15 s. In contrast, the P35m and P60m deflections were very sensitive to changes of the ISI, declining steadily with shortening of the ISI throughout the entire range. These deflections were frequently undetectable at the shortest ISI of 0.15 s. Concomitant with the reductions of P35m and P60m, an N45m deflection was enhanced toward the short ISIs. Responses from second somatosensory cortex (SII) and posterior parietal cortex (PPC) were seen only with ISIs of 1 s or greater, being strongest at the 5 s ISI. Based on known effects of the ISI on intracellular evoked potentials, we present the following tentative model for the generation mechanism of the SMI response: N20m represents early excitatory postsynaptic potentials (EPSPs), P35m early inhibitory postsynaptic potentials (IPSPs), N45m secondary EPSPs and P60m late IPSPs in pyramidal neurones of area 3b. For practical purposes, SEFs from SMI can be obtained with short ISIs, while responses from SII and PPC require an ISI of at least 1 s.